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preface

This book resumes my research into the world of children in the ancient 
near east, a world that i find endlessly fascinating. My first book, 
Children in the Ancient Near Eastern Household (eisenbrauns, 2014), 
expanded my dissertation research and was one of the early forays into 
the field focusing on children in the biblical world. At that time, much 
of the previous scholarship had either addressed children through dis-
cussions of the family or listed children as another statistic in the burial 
assemblage. exploring both texts and archaeology, Children in the Ancient 
Near Eastern Household concentrated specifically on the legal and social 
status of children in the ancient near east. The textual database for that 
study included Mesopotamian legal codes, private legal documents, and 
the hebrew bible. Archaeological data was gleaned from the ancient near 
eastern burial record, with an emphasis on interments in the southern 
levant. The book concluded, first, that a child’s status was not binary and, 
second, that a child’s membership within the household was tied to the 
child’s social age.

in researching Children in the Ancient Near Eastern Household, i 
noticed that not much had been written on the lives of children in ancient 
israel. even as bible and ancient near eastern scholars began showing an 
increased interest in child-centered studies, a noticeable gap remained: 
no one had written a social history addressing what it was like to grow 
up during the iron Age in ancient israel. Unlike Children in the Ancient 
Near Eastern Household, the present book has a smaller regional focus, 
addresses a narrower time period, and investigates the process of growing 
up rather than social and legal status. The study analyzes material culture, 
the hebrew bible, epigraphic data from the ancient near east, and ethno-
graphic accounts. in doing so, Growing Up in Ancient Israel offers the first 
of hopefully many discussions of what life was like for children in ancient 
israel.
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xii preface

while writing this book, i found an academic home with a growing 
group of scholars who also shares an interest in this subject. to my col-
leagues and friends of the society of biblical literature’s children in the 
biblical world sessions, Julie parker, laurel Koepf-taylor, John Martens, 
and sharon betsworth, you have been there championing our field and in 
this way supporting me. deepest thanks go to shawn Flynn for being a 
real mensch of a colleague through this whole process.

Many people, institutions, and libraries have been instrumental in 
helping the book come together. Thanks go to my home institutions, the 
hebrew Union college-Jewish institute of religion and University of 
southern california, and to sally nakanishi who provided invaluable help 
locating sources; to Fuller Theological seminary, where doors opened by 
chris hays allowed me access to the library, and a scholarly community 
in pasadena; and to sadie Goldstein-shapiro who edited the manuscript.

Unless otherwise noted, biblical translations are my own; however, 
the illustrations in the book are from several sources. Jim eisenbraun and 
david ilan kindly gave permission to reprint figures and illustrations from 
publications by eisenbrauns and The nelson Gleuck school of Archaeol-
ogy in Jerusalem respectively. The Metropolitan Museum of Art’s open 
Access policy made images in the online collection available through 
creative commons Zero designation. paul butler of rutgers University 
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molean, via the help of Alice howard, provided me with photos from their 
collections. The remainder of the images i drew myself. Thanks, dad, for 
spending many hours taking me out to sketch when i was little.

Most importantly, i offer my thanks to my friends and family. to my 
yMcA family, you kept me sane and balanced and are a continual source 
of positive energy. to my three boys: cyrus, leo, and Abner, you continue 
to make my research come alive. And, of course, to my eṭlu, Josh, for your 
unending love and tireless support.
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HUCA Hebrew Union College Annual
iAA israel Antiquities Authority
ieJ Israel Exploration Journal
isV international standard Version
JAMA Journal of the American Medical AssociationSBL P
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 Abbreviations xxiii

JANES Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society
JBL Journal of Biblical Literature
JFSR Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion
JNES Journal of Near Eastern Studies
JpF Judean pillar Figurine
Jps Jewish publication society
JSOT Journal of Old Testament Studies
Jub. Jubilees
KBo otten, heinrich. Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazköi. leipzig: hin-

richs, 1916–1923; berlin: Gebr. Mann, 1954–.
KJV King James Version
KTU dietrich, Manfried, oswald loretz, and Joaquín sanmartín, 

eds. Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit. Münster: 
Ugarit-Verlag, 2013. 3rd enlarged ed. of KTU: The Cuneiform 
Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ibn Hani, and Other Places. 
edited by Manfried dietrich, oswald loretz, and Joaquín 
sanmartín. Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1995.

lnts library of new testament studies
lXX septuagint
lyc. plutarch, Lycurgus
m. Mishnah
MAh Museum siglum of the Musée d’Art et d’histoire, Geneva
Maqlû  Knut l. tallqvist, Die assyrische Beschwörungsserie Maqlu. 

helsingfors: societas scientiarum Fennicae, 1894.
Menah. Menahot
Mlc Morgan library collection, siglum of the yale babylonian 

collection, new haven
Msk tablet siglum of texts from Meskene
Mt Masoretic text
nAsb new American standard bible
ncbc new cambridge bible commentary
NEA Near Eastern Archaeology
nid. niddah
niV new international Version
nJps new Jewish publication society
nlt new living translation
nrsV new revised standard Version
o. Museum siglum: Antiquités (orientales), Musée du cinquan-
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xxiv Abbreviations

OEAE redford, donald b., ed. The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient 
Egypt. 3 vols. oxford: oxford University press, 2001.

Or Orientalia
otl old testament library
p.oxy. Grenfell, bernard p., et al., eds. The Oxyrhynchus Papyri. 

london: egypt exploration Fund, 1898–.
p.berlin erman, Adolf. Zaubersprüche für Mutter und Kind aus dem 

Papyrus 3027 des Berliner Museums. berlin: Königlichen 
Akademie der wissenschaften, 1901.

p.petr. Mahaffy, J. p., ed. The Flinders Petrie Papyri. dublin: royal 
irish Academy, 1981–1905.

pbs University of pennsylvania, publications of the babylonian 
section

PEQ Palestine Exploration Quarterly
pl. plate
pn personal name
r. rawlinson, henry, et al. The Cuneiform Inscriptions of West-

ern Asia. 4 vols. london: bowler, 1861–1909. 1r = vol. 1 
(1861); 3r = vol. 3 (1870).

RA Revue d’Assyriologie et d’archaélogie orientale
Resp. plato, Republic
rosh hash. rosh hashanah
sanh. sanhedrin
SEL Studi epigrafici e linguistici
shabb. shabbat
SJOT Scandinavian Journal of the Old Testament
stbiblit studies in biblical literature
Strata Bulletin of the Angelo-Israel Archaeology Society
STT Gurney, oliver r., Jacob J. Finkelstein, and peter hulin. 

The Sultantepe Tablets. 2 vols. london: british institute of 
Archaeology at Ankara, 1957–1964.

t. tosefta
tA tell el-Amarna tomb
TA Tel Aviv
ta’an. ta’anit
tiM 1 Al-Zeebari, A. Old Babylonian Letters. texts in the iraq 

Museum 1. baghdad: dar Al-Jumbari press, 1964.
Tusc. cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes
TynBul Tyndale BulletinSBL P
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 Abbreviations xxv

Uet Ur excavations: texts
UM tablet siglum of the University Museum, philadelphia
Vs Vorderasiatische schriftdenkmäler der (Königlichen) Museen 

zu berlin
VT Vetus Testamentum
Vtsup supplements to Vetus testamentum
WA World Archaeology
ZA Zeitschrift für Assyriologie und vorderasiatische Archäeologie
ZÄS Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde
ZAW Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 
ZDPV Zeitschrift für des Palästina-Verins
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